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01. The surrounding context
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01.01 Camberwell
This section deals with the site in the context of its surroundings.
The Maudsley Hospital campus is located on Denmark Hill, in Camberwell,
South London.
Camberwell is an urban area located 2.5 miles south of central London within
the London Borough of Southwark. It is apparently so-called because the
waters from the areas wells became famous for their healing properties. The
area originated as one of London’s unique and distinctive villages and has a
history dating back to Roman times. It has a strong and active local community
notably represented by community groups such as the Camberwell Society, the
SE5 Forum and the Camberwell Community Council.
A number of significant institutions are located in Camberwell including
Camberwell School of Arts, the William Booth Memorial Training College
(Salvation Army), Kings college Hospital and the Maudsley Hospital campus
(SLaM FT).

Clockwise from top left
Map of South London showing location
of Camberwell within Southwark and
London
Map of Camberwell showing SLaM FT
Maudsley Hospital campus
Map of Camberwell showing the project
site
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01.02 Listed buildings and conservation areas
The Maudsley Hospital campus sits within sub-area 4 of the Camberwell Grove
Conservation Area. The Camberwell Grove Conservation area was originally
designated in June 1970. It was adapted in 2003 to include the Maudsley
Hospital campus. This district of the Conservation Area is defined significantly
by the buildings of the Maudsley Hospital campus. The project site however
lies on the edge of this District and faces District 1, which contains Camberwell
Grove and Grove Lane, unique streets which have their a particular character.
The approach adopted is to relate the building back to the hospital site but
make it feel part of the wider Conservation Area and the well preserved
Georgian streets it faces.
Responding to Listed Buildings
Refer to the separate Archaeology report by MoLA which accompanies this
pre-application submission. There are no listed buildings immediately adjacent
to the site although there are a number of Grade II Listed properties and gate
posts further along Grove Lane and on Camberwell Grove. The poor quality of
the Southwark Training Centre building currently detracts from the Conservation
Area. Its only positive contribution comes from the collection of mature self-set
sycamore trees at the front of the site.

Above
Map of Camberwell showing Conservation
Area Districts
Listed buildings
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01.03 Architectural context
The area immediately surrounding the application site of the project contains
some of the most important and best preserved Georgian architecture in
London.
The streets and alleys consist of beautiful Georgian buildings and mature trees,
in-filled with some later buildings. There appears to exist a set of principles
which are commonplace, creating an overall character. This character is unique
and something to be preserved and enhanced within the proposal. These
characteristics and attributes include:
-

Distinctive mature trees in a variety of native and non-native species
Buildings defined by set backs from the street edge
Well crafted boundaries and edge conditions between buildings and streets
Buildings, engaging with and framed by landscape and planting
Buildings with particular and fine detail especially at ground floor level
Brick buildings with large openings

All of the above are discussed in the following sections. The streets studied in
detail are Grove Lane, Windsor Walk, De Crespigny Park and Camberwell Grove.

Images above
Top row
Terraces and large scale individual ‘villa’
residential buildings of the Georgian era
set in mature urban landscaping including
substantial trees.
Middle row
Smaller and individual/semi-detached
residential buildings occur with attractive
landscaping.
Bottom row
Buildings are attractive and finely detailed
especially at street and ground level.
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01.04 Surrounding streets: Grove Lane
Grove Lane is predominantly residential and has a mixture of Georgian,
Edwardian, Victorian, Interwar and Post War buildings. Most properties have
English style gardens which face the street and create a landscape of colour
and intensity to the street.

Grove Lane Terrace. Inter-war terrace

83A.
57. Edwardian Terrace

51. Georgian Terrace (c.1770)

Project site
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01.04 Surrounding streets: De Crepigny Park and Denmark Hill
Denmark Hill and De Crepigny Park form the north and western edges of
the campus. Iop buildings dominate De Crepigny Park some of which are
significantly higher than the surrounding Maudsley Hospital campus buildings.

111-115. Denmark Hill

103 Denmark Hill

IoP main building (1969)

De Crespigny Park

Mapother House (1939)
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01.04 Surrounding streets: Camberwell Grove
Camberwell Grove has significant numbers of elegant Georgian Houses. The
street has been a particular attraction for creative types with people such as
John Ruskin, Kenneth Branagh and Emma Thompson having lived on the
Grove. As can be seen from the photographic elevations, the street is lined with
large treet, mostly Plane trees, creating a canopy of leaf to the street.

Georgian terraces

Georgian terraces
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01.05 Conclusion: contrasting characters
The project site sits on the edge of two distinct areas, the Maudsley Hopsital
site and the Camberwell Grove Conservation Area. The rhythm and pattern of
buildings, setbacks and landscape which we admired on these streets breaks
down where the hospital site sits on Grove Lane. The design will take clues from
the more residential parts of these streets, stitching the proposal back into the
context, fabric and grain of this unique area.
This can be achieved by the use of materials, proportion and composition of
the proposal and also the boundary condition of the landscape and entrance
sequence from Grove Lane.

4

5

Key
1. Contemporary hospital buildings

1

2

Terracotta, glass and steel materials
used in a very large 5 storey building
known as SGDP immediately behind
the site.
2. Post-war academic buildings

4. Camberwell Grove

3

The IoP main building is a large dark
brown brick building on a street of
Georgian and Victorian terraces.
3. Large scale hospital buildings

There are a significant number of large
institutional looking hospital buildings
which do not reference their context.

The scale and level of detail of the
terraced houses is quite different.
5. Grove Lane

Interwar and pre-war houses also have
a sense of scale to them and a level of
detailing and craft not found on many
of the hospital buildings.
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02. Maudsley Hospital campus
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02.01 The campus
The Maudsley Hospital campus fronts onto Denmark Hill and backs onto Grove
Lane. The south side is formed by Windsor Walk and by the railway line and De
Crespigny Park to the north. The front door to the site is very much through the
19th century building on Denmark Hill.
Development
The campus has developed over 100 years, becoming more and more infilled.
Originally the area behind the main building was open and formed by several
gardens. Ward and other buildings, including IoP buildings, now almost entirely
cover the whole urban block.
There are some particular characteristics of the campus which we noted in our
assessment;
– There is a significant fall in level from north to south across the campus
- There is no prevailing architectural style
- These is no dominant material although brick is the most common
- There is a fairly consistent building height of 3-5 storeys
- There appear to be no logical pedestrian or vehicular routes
- The buildings on the north and east boundaries of the hospital campus do
not contribute to the character and amenity of the surrounding Conservation
Area.

Key
1. The Maudsley Hospital campus
2. Project site
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02.02 Maudsley Hospital campus- Images
The main reception building on Denmark Hill is imposing and formal. Other
notable buildings on the campus also follow this pattern of ‘big’ architecture.
The main building is only 2 storeys yet has the presence of a much larger
building having large windows and a dominating stone portico.
The Maudsley Hospital campus fills is framed on its four sides by Denmark Hill,
De Crespigny Park, Grove Lane and Windsor Walk. In addition to the Maudsley
Hospital buildings seen on Grove Lane and Windsor walk, photographic
elevations on the photos opposite show the nature of the buildings which abut
Denmark Hill and De Crespigny Park. The scale is solid and heavy and the
buildings often meet the street in an abrupt manor.
There is a subtle character through the Maudsley Hospital campus of small
scaled gardens and strips of lawn. This vegetation often sits in contrast to the
large, solid buildings. The gardens occupy in-between spaces, tumbling over
walls, knitting themselves through fences and abutting buildings. They create
pockets of refuge as one tends to stumble upon them rather than being laid out
on a strategic manner creating a variety of moments through the campus.

From above
Maudsley Main building
Other main buildings on Denmark Hill
Mapother House on De Crespigney Park
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02.03 Ownership and Land Uses
The majority of land on the block is owned by the SLaM FT. A significant
amound, including the project site is owned by SLaM CF. The majority of IoP
buildings sit on land owned by SLaM CF. Other land uses include the Lyndhurst
Primary School site.

Key. Land ownership (top)
1. Charitable Funds

2. Lyndhurst School

3. NHS Foundation Trust

4. Other land ownerships

Key. Land uses (bottom)
1. Training and admin

2. IOP

3. inpatient wards

4. Outpatients department

5. Mapother house

6. Research

7. Estate facilities
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02.04 Building heights on and movement to the campus
The diagram on the left, top shows that the prevailing building height across
the Maudsley Hospital campus is 3/4 storeys. The diagram on the bottom, left,
shows the typical movement of pedestrians (blue) and vehicles (green) to the
site.

Key. Building heights
1. 2 storeys

2. 3 storeys

4. 4 storeys

3. 6 storeys

5. 8 storeys

Key. Movement to site

Pedestrian movement
Vehicle movement
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02.05 Heights and massing

5 storey IoP plus plant on roof

7 storey IoP plus plant on roof

4 storey mass (3 plus pitch)

4 storey mass (3 plus pitch)

4 storey mass (3 plus pitch)

The yellow line shows the predominant height across the site at 3-4 storeys.
The existing STC building shown with a red line is at 2 stories, significantly lower
than its neighbours.

4 storey mass

5 storey mass (4 plus pitch)

4 storey mass

4 storey mass (3 plus pitch)

Section through SLaM site looking north

Section through SLaM site looking south
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02.06 Responding to the emerging vision for the Maudsley
campus
We have consulted Emoli Petroschka Architects, who is working on a strategy
for how development will take place on the Maudsley Hospital campus in the
future. It’s central ideas were borne out of a consultation exercise. A vision will
be established that will steer future development on the site. Our proposals will
sit comfortably within this long-term vision.
Principal elements of the vision:
1. Town and Landscape.
Under ‘Town and Landscape’ the vision suggests that a range of external
spaces are created being public, semi-private and private in nature. The vision
sees forecourts, piazzas, avenues, garden squares, and roof terraces as
key ‘types’ of external space to be considered on the campus. These
considerations
form a key aspect of the project proposals for the New Learning Centre with
a range of public, semi-public and private landscape spaces and gardens
‘stitched’ through the site and onto the buildings.
2. Townscape and Buildings.
The vision stresses the importance of ‘frontages and boundary conditions’ of
buildings on the site. The learning centre scheme responds to this with the
garden wall, the gates
and the replacement railings. It also discusses the importance of ‘layering’
within the buildings as well as the importance of circulation within the buildings.
Finally in this section it recommends brick as a material, the use of brick being a
language that is ‘soft, calm and warm’.
In other parts of the vision document, when discussing architectural proposals
in more detail it makes the following recommendations:
- Walled gardens
- Sustainability
- Spatial and functional flexibility
- Light and airy spaces’

Proposed Diagram
Key
1. The Maudsley Hospital campus
2. Project site
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03. The project site
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03.01 Buildings surrounding the site
The buildings surrounding the site are a mixture of 4/3/5 storey buildings of
varying ages and styles. There is no prevailing architectural style but the
dominant material is brick albeit from a mixed palette of colours textures and
bonds.
4

4

Key
1. Grove Lane
3 storey Victorian residential terraces
2. STC
Southwark training Centre
3. Block of flats
4 storey building on Grove Lane
4

1

2

4. Windsor Walk
IoP buildings behind the site
5. 4/5 storey building height across site

6. 2 storey STC building on site
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03.01 Buildings surrounding the site

1
2

Immediately opposite the site, on the east side of Grove Lane from the site, is a
row of three storey residential terraced houses and a four storey block of flats,
see image top, left.
On the west side of the site lie buildings occupied by the IoP. The Social Genetic
Developmental Psychiatry building (SGDP) building is a 5 storey metal and
terracotta clad research building immediately adjacent to the site and behind
that on De Crespigny Park lies the IoP main building which is seven storeys.
To the north of the site is Lyndhurst Primary School, see image bottom, left.
Although only a two storey building they are very high storey heights and it has a
large pitched roof.

4

2

3

1
2

Key
1. Grove Lane
3 storey Victorian residential terraces
2. STC
Southwark training Centre
3. IoP building on De Crespigny Park.
7 storey main building
4. SGDP building
5 storey research building immediately
behind the site
5. Lyndhurst Primary School
Immediately adjacent to site
6. 5. 4/5 storey building height across site

7. 2 storey STC building on site
5
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03.02 Trees within the campus
There are multiple varieties of trees scattered throughout the Maudsley Hopsital
campus, some of which are shown opposite. They vary from trees which are
synonymous with the public realm of London and ones which are more typically
found in domestic gardens.

Key
1. Purple Leaf Plum Tree
-20 yr lifespan
-deep reddish purple leaves
-4.5-5.5m tall at maturity with a
rounded shape white or pale pink
-flowers which are often the first to
appear in spring
-Edible Fruits

Purple Leaf Plum Tree & Silver Birch Tree

Plane Tree

2. Silver Birch Tree
-Native British Tree
-Slim delicate trunk and branches
-Very popular for urban landscaping
-Leaves: Shiny Diamond shaped
-Distinctive white bark
3. Crab Apple Tree
oval round pointed green leaves
-very common in London suburbs and
gardens
-grows to 10m high
-white or pink flowers
-very small red fruit which look more
like cherries than apples.

Boulevard through Maudsley Hospital Site (south)

5. Sumac Tree
-Originates from the tropics (southern
Africa) vary in colour depending on the
tree scented grows up to 10m yellow
flowers common in gardens smooth
bark .
6. Ash Tree
Grows to 30m Usually tall and thin but
crown can be round Good street tree
- sue to height and adapted to poor/
wet soil Leaves: Pinnately Compound
Late to develop foliage in spring and
early to shed leaves Yellow clustered
flowers and helicopter samaras estor.

4. Plane Tree
-Very large trees 20-50m
-Most common tree in London
-Process of shedding their own bark
makes them adept for urban polluted
climate
-Wide crown with powerful branches
-Commonly used as avenue and
boundary trees due to height and
slender structure
-Leaves: Maple shaped with pointy
angles
-Spikey round nuts all year round
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03.03 The STC site
The site is approximately 2,300sqm in area. It faces Grove Lane and backs
onto the Maudsley Hospital campus. It is currently occupied by the Southwark
Training Centre, a two storey brown brick building articulated by two wings (one
hexagonal).
Security
The site forms the eastern boundary of the Maudsley Hospital campus on Grove
Lane. Metal railings sit on this boundary. There are two gates in this railing, a
separate pedestrian and a vehicle gate.
2

Trees
There are a number of self-set but mature sycamores on the site. The mature
and healthy ones will be retained. We propose removing some low quality trees
on the site which will be replaced by newly planted semi-mature specimens
throughout the area immediately surrounding the new building.
Slope
The ground slopes significantly 2.5m in height downwards across the site from
south to north.
Landscape/Ecology
Please refer to the Ecology Report by MLM which accompanies this preapplication submission. The quality of the soft landscaping around the building
is poor and consists of mainly self-set trees and grasses. There is little planting
giving seasonal interest and colour or insect habitat.
Sense of entry
There is no sense of entry or street presence of the building, its function or
purpose on the street. In fact the entrance is difficult to find and awkward,
presenting a closed back-of-house position which neither enhances or
articulates the street scene or Conservation Area.

1

2
3

Key
1. Grove Lane
2. STC
Current training building on site to be
demolished as part of this proposal .
1

3. No 1 Windsor Walk
4. Denmark Hill Station
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03.04 Existing training facilities
The STC was built in the 1970’s. It is constructed of dark brown brick and
a partly flat, partly tiled roof with a central acrylic dome over the hexagonal
section. The current building is in 2 sections having been extensively extended
in the 1980’s with similar materials. The original, hexagonal part was attached
to a 16 storey tower which contained nurses accommodation. This tower was
demolished and replaced bythe SGDP building, a new 5 storey building which
houses research functions of the IoP.
The building is surrounded by parcels of under-used green space. To the north
there is a car park and to the other 3 sides there are grassed areas with a variety
of mature trees, many of which are self-set which have not been well cared for.
The spaces around the building are generally of low landscaping value with no
real amenity, no seasonal planting, poor quality hard landscaping, little or no
street furniture or fixtures and fittings and what is there is of particularly low
quality.
There is no obvious entrance to it from Grove Lane. There is no signage or other
clear markers to denote an entrance to the SLaM site. Accessing the STC and
the SLaM site from Grove Lane involves passing around the back of the STC
past the plant room and the bin store on a narrow and stepped pathway.

Key
1. Top left- Southwark Training Centre
2. Bottom left- Diagrams
Teaching spaces

Existing Ground Floor- STC

Existing First Floor- STC

Amenity

Service

Admin

Break-out spaces
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